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as efficient, cost-effective, and easy as possible. Over the course of the next year, the CFTC is planning to overhaul the regulatory framework, so that new futures products can be easily approved and new users can trade at large volumes. According to a report, the Commission plans to implement blockchain-based digital trading platforms. A majority of big financial
services institutions like the Bank of Montreal, Goldman Sachs and Bank of New York Mellon are already working on their own versions of blockchain-based platforms. The report revealed that the Commission plans to approve a platform built by the CME for Cboe bitcoin futures in September. The report also stated that the Commission was planning on approving
a blockchain-based platform in September. In accordance with the report, the Commission plans to move away from the legacy software of its own industrial facility. The new software framework called CROWN is intended to make applications easy to develop. This new software framework is designed to replace the legacy software. With the new software
framework, the Commission plans on building flexible trading systems, and create a mobile-first digital trading platform. With CROWN, the Commission plans to build a platform for trading bitcoin futures that will be decentralized, open to all participants, transparent, and provide full compliance. The old CROWN model is reported to be very expensive, and
intrusive. The report says the Commission is hopeful that the new software will reduce the cost of production and boost the development of the virtual market. The new framework will focus on improving the quality of collateral, adding counterparty risk to the
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